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Second
chances

wants from the show this year, hi
coach Dolores and what
the other members of Westlife
up to these days...
Firstly Kian, how has
Dolores's arrival affected the
show?
We [Westlife] duetted with
Dolores a li
sang for the Pope in 2002. So
I'd know Dolores quite well but
I hadn't seen her in a long time.
She is brilliant. She's brought a
completely different dyi
the show; she's very
spicy, she likes
what she likes

"This being
my second
time doing the
auditions, I felt
I was a
lot braver in
my choices"

Don't let it
Fade...

lamella explains
her new approach
to coaching as
well as plans lor
her own musical

Dolores O'Riordan has
enjoyed worldwide success
as a solo artist as well as
with much-admired Irish
band The Cranberries. Now
she's set to impart some
of the wisdom she has
amassed over the years to
plucky Voice contenders....

the new series...

N

| second stint
a Voice Of
Ireland coach, Jameli

T

he Voice Of Ireland lineup
has changed quite a bit
since the show arrived with
much fanfare two years ago.
From the original li
first said goodbye to Bi
Kennedy, who bowed c
gracefully after
he could return to focusing
-. Then at tht
end of the last series, Sharon
Corr did tru
that's who madi
for the Cranberries
Dolores O'Ri
who, despite
.ssively
successful
worldwide

not there
topk

Sing it loud!
Kian Egan, Bressie and Jamelia
are joined by new coach Dolores
O'Riordan for a brand new series
of songs, spats and spinning
chairs on The Voice Of Ireland...
through because of that.
3 leftof-centre type singers
before but these are
left-left-left!
You and
Bressie are known
for your goodnatured bickering.
Can we expect to see
more of that?
Ah, not really. I said to
'
him at the start, you can
do whatever you want, but
m I'm not going down that
I
road again. The panto stuff,
barking at each other - we're
kind of
a tiny bit of it, but generally
speaking, when we did the
blind: '
There's none of the feuding that
the papers tried to make out over
the years. That stuff makes me
laugh.
well over a year
since Westlife disbanded. Has
life finally got back to normal

for you at last?
Life is changing dramatically for
me, all the time. Westlife went
so well for so long I've kind of
enjoyed a year of kicking back and
doing very little. Mentally I needed
the time off. But since the jungle
things have completely changed
again. I went in to that thinking it
might be fun. Now all of a sudden
I haven't got a day off between
now and the end of February!
T V N : Do you plan to continue
to build a TV career in the
UK on the back of I'm A
Celebrity?
I love the television work and the
possibility of building a career in
television is really exciting to me.
But I didn't expect that would be
the result of doing I'm A Celebrity.
This is a whole new world for me;
coming out of Westlife and in to
a completely different career is
pretty scary!
T V N : Nicky Byrne has been
doing some presenting too
- how do you think he did?

Yeah I saw some of The Hit and
I thought he did really well. He's
never had a problem with that
stuff. I think he might be recording
some new music himself, too.
I haven't spoken to him much
recently since he and Georgina
had their little girl, but fair play to
him. I'd love to see him do well out
of the show.
T V N : Shane Filan has had a
tough time financially since
leaving Westlife and he's had
to start from
scratch all
over again.
Did this affect
you to see?
We all sent
plenty of good
luck wishes
when he brought
his solo album
out. I bought
it the day it
was released
obviously; there

Oh yeah you always have to
watch the quiet ones! He's been
very busy, writing and recording
since the end of Westlife. He's
a perfectionist though, and he's
always wanted to be better. He's
own worst enemy like that,
might write an amazing song
would be a huge hit but
he vould can it and say no, he
Id do better than that.
i: Some people want to
i The Voice because they
want to be
celebrities
rather than
musicians.
What do you
say to them?
There's a duality
there for sure.
You also get
people who

"Coming out
of Westlife
and in to a
completely
different
| career is pretty
scary for me"

songs on there. He's really held on
and moved forward and done very
well. Obviously he's had a tough
time with everything but he's back
on track and things are looking up
and I'm delighted.
T V N : We haven't seen or heard
much from Mark Feehity since
Westlife - where has he been
hiding?

3 do it
their
They want t
sing a song
they wrote
themselves c The Voice. But
you have to play the game. If it
goes well, then you can bring
in your material. All we can do
is guide them. People have all
sorts of illusions about that stuff.
We've had contestants over the
years who go home in Week 1,
simply because they would not
listen. •

to chill out and take
some time off after
the final," she tells
us in between
filming the battles
in Dublin's Helix
Theatre, "but I've
been so busy. It's
great, of course.
I'm really excited
about the
though. I'm hoping 1
debut my new single
as part of the live shows
in February."
Jamelia was riding
high coming in to
the audition phasi
series, having *
coached last
year's winner
Keith Hanley.
She reveals
Keith is busy
working on
his burgeoning
and she's
looking forward
to catching up
with him when
he makes his
homecoming

has always

I

comfortable
with but I've
realised this year

• than that; it's about
nurturing acts and
listening to your
singers. I would have
avoided guitar guys
last year, for example,
but this year I have a
And like Kian and
Bressie's truce,
Jamelia is quick

later this series.
touch with Keith
sporadically
since he won
last year's final,"
Jamelia says,
"and I'm really
looking forward
to seeing hi
again when
he comes
want to

then. He
was such a
pleasure to work

rather than being
horrible to each other.
"We all wanted the
same thing at the end
of the day,"'she says. •

Lanzarote. The training is very
precise, how it's scheduled is very
important so it had to be done. I
wasn't just forcing myself to skip
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urted controversy c
publicity
a surprise that sh
stage suddenly ai
high profile prime
like this.
"Joining the Voi
Of Ireland
has given me a gr
opportunity
to reconnect with Ireland
first hand the amazing talent that
this country can produce," Dolor*
said when we put that notion to
her. "My kids and family are the
most important thing to me, and
they're going to get a great kick
out of seeing me on TV every
week!"
As lead singer with the
Cranberries since
I, Dolores
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it has an impact on people.
Mental health is still kind of
misunderstood but we're able to
talk about it a bit more now than
we were, and that's a very good
T V N : Do you have some
singers earmarked to go to
the live shows already?
I don't. I've given up trying to
guess how the public will vote.
One thing I've always pushed,
though, is that winning the show
is great for someone, but they've
still got a long, long way to
Will you and
Kian be back to
sparring with
each other
n the Voice
Of Ireland

Move Over Dannii!
It's time to welcome another star to the arena of
talent show judges: the one and only Kylie Minogue!

"Experience
is the best
way to learn
anything, be it
driving a bus
or, in this case,
singing"
the best way to learn is
which
she hopes to pass on to
her singers as a coach.
"Practical experience is
way to learn
nything," Dolores
said, "be it cooking
in a kitchen,
ing a bus

Simple
Things

W

hile The Voice Of
Ireland moves on to
its third combination
of coaches with the arrival
of Dolores O'Riordan and
departure of Sharon Corr, it's
The Voice UK mark II over on
BBC next week with not one,
but two new arrivals including
Ricky Wilson, too.
"I'm very excited to become
a coach on The Voice UK,"
Kylie commented when the
t about her

Bressie talks training,
depression and being one half
of a 'celebrity couple'...

T

he year 2013 was a busy
year for Niall Breslin, aka
Bressie. He released his
second solo album as well
as a compilation album
packed full of Irish artists
entitled Simple Things,
highlighting t h e '
of mental health
among the youth of
Ireland. It's a topic
that has become
something of a
passion for him
and he beli
that while the
conversation that
started is a posith
step, we still have
quite a way to go.
Meanwhile, on The
Voice, he's ready for
more talent searching
but agrees it's time
to park the bickering
between himself and
Kian Egan...
T V N : Bressie, what
is the New Year
bringing?
I have an Iron Man
race coming up in
May, so I'm just
back from three
weeks' training

Dolores
instead! There's a
bit of a silent war
going on so we'll
see what happens
there. Although to
be honest I'm not
I want to cross
Dolores!
Being a "celeb
couple", does that
make it tricky at all
when you and Irish
model Roz [Purcell]
go out together?
Jo we're not really like that.
We don't look for attention
like that and for that reason
a certain part of your life that
you end up sacrificing and it's
fine, but then there are other
elements that you don't
d to hand c
And if you
do, and it
backfires, then
you've only
yourself to
blame. •

and have
been an avid
r of both
The search for
talent is such an important
t of the
industry, and The Voice
3 all a part to
play in that."
You don't get to
be as successful
as Kylie without a
significant amount
of hard work and
it's probably

and work ethic to BBC s
on this new series. Don't you
just know she's the one most of
the singers will be praying they
get as a mentor. Okay, the other
coaches are pretty cool too but
they're not Kylie!
And you know what else?
We've been hearing rumours
this past while about an
overhaul of the X Factor judging
panel and a possible return of
Dannii Minogue to the show.
If that's true, this
year we could be seeing
the Minogue Sisters
go head to head in
a popularity war
between! Als*
to the coaching

